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1. Introduction.

In the examination of unknown specimens of nuclear materials the primary parameter of
importance is the "Isotopic Fingerprint" of the sample, mainly the ratios of the different
isotopes of U and Pu which are present. In some cases, however, where no clear isotopic
signature is found, or where there is a mixture of materials present, the isotopic fingerprint
alone is not sufficient for a unique identification to be made.

In this paper the concept of a "Microstructural Fingerprint" of a sample is proposed and
developed, which is complementary to the "Isotopic Fingerprint" for the characterisation of
materials which are under investigation in the field of nuclear forensic science. The proposal
combines the techniques of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDX), to define the
microstructure of a suspect sample, a combination of techniques which has not been used
before in nuclear forensic science.

The microstructural information is particularly important in the case of powder samples, for
the following reasons:

• An essential prerequisite to an isotopic analysis, for example by Thermal Ionisation
Mass Spectrometry (TIMS), is the information whether a powder sample consists of a
single component, or is a mixture of several distinct components. If the material is
multicomponent it must be separated and the individual components analysed
separately.

• Powder samples mainly represent precursor stages in the nuclear fuel cycle, and the
microstructural analysis gives information on the production process and conditions
(for example, the grain size in PuC>2 platelets produced by the calcination of oxalate
precipitate, and the size and thickness distributions of the platelets themselves).

• Powder samples can be mixed with other compounds with the deliberate intention of
confusing the chemical or isotopic analysis of suspect materials. However the
microstructural fingerprint of a component cannot be altered unless the whole material is
completely reprocessed.

In the case of bulk samples, for example in the form of UO2 pellets intended for use in
reactors for the commercial generation of electricity, a microstructural examination is not an
essential element in the investigation, since the pellets can usually be rapidly and uniquely
identified from their dimensions and geometrical form. Most of the illicit samples seized so
far fall into this category of bulk material.
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However a microstructural characterisation by SEM/TEM/EDX of such pellet samples would
provide useful archival material, in the form of grain size distributions, porosity size
distributions, homogeneity, precipitation and dislocation densities. This information is then
available should the material subsequently turn up in some powder form or mixture of
materials.

2. The "Microstructural Fingerprint".

The microstructural fingerprint of a material consists of a specific set of data resulting from a
microscopic (optical, SEM, TEM, EDX) investigation which is characteristic of its physical
and mechanical state and its mechanical and thermal history.

This fingerprint once established can be used for comparison purposes for identifying an
unknown illicit sample with a known reference, or for eliminating materials of known origin
as possible sources.

Even where no reference samples are available for comparison much information about the
material can be deduced from the microstructure using established principles of materials
science. For example, the dislocation density and character gives information about whether
the material has been deformed during manufacture and to what extent, and the grain size
distribution provides clues about process temperatures and reaction rates.

3. Components of the "Microstructural Fingerprint":

A description is given here of the different parameters which are relevant to the set of data
comprising the microstructural fingerprint. This is divided into two sections following the
data obtainable by SEM / EDX and that by TEM / EDX.

3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy:

• Is the sample single- or multicomponent. If multicomponent, what are the proportions
of each component, and are the individual components morphologically or chemically
distinct?

• Particle morphology. Characteristic shapes (platelets, spheres, rods, geometrical
forms).

• Particle size distributions. Size range (30 nm upwards), average size, width of
distribution.

• Porosity. Density and percentage of porosity, porosity size distribution,
crystallographic facetting, spatial distribution (for example, predominantly inter- or
intragranular).

• Chemical composition and chemical homogeneity by SEM/EDX. To a sensitivity and
detection limit of about 1.0 at%, with a spatial resolution of about 3 nm.
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3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy:

• Are individual particles homogeneous or multiphase? Electron diffraction and EDX
analysis down to a spatial resolution of about 10 nm.

• Grain size distribution of the specimen. Individual grain size measurements from 1.0
nm to 5 um, grain size distributions on up to 500 measurements.

• Dislocation density in the matrix, type and distribution of dislocations. Dislocation
densities in the range from about 106 up to 1011 cm.cm"3 can be measured, in the latter
case using high resolution dark field imaging techniques.

• Porosity or bubbles within the matrix. Density and size distribution of small pores
within the grains and on the grain boundaries in the size range 2.0 nm up to 500 nm.

• Precipitation within the matrix. Size distribution, density and composition of small
precipitates within the matrix and on the grain boundaries from 2.0 nm up to 500 nm.
Identification by EDX and electron diffraction.

• Crystallography of the material. Analysis of phases present down to an area of 50 nm
by normal electron diffraction, and 10 nm by microdiffraction.

Examples of the application of the microstructural fingerprint to real cases of illicit nuclear
materials will be given in detail in the paper.
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